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Abstract. In moving object databases, many authors assume that num-
ber and position of objects to be processed are always known in advance.
Detecting an unknown moving object and pursuing its movement, how-
ever, is usually left to tracking algorithms outside the database in which
the sensor data needed is actually stored. In this paper we present a
solution to the problem of efficiently detecting targets over sensor data
from a radar system based on database techniques. To this end, we imple-
mented the recently developed probabilistic multiple hypothesis tracking
approach using materialized SQL views and techniques for their incre-
mental maintenance. We present empirical measurements showing that
incremental evaluation techniques are indeed well-suited for efficiently
detecting and tracking moving objects from a high-frequency stream of
sensor data in this particular context. Additionally, we show how to ef-
ficiently simulate the aggregate function product which is fundamental
for combining independent probabilistic values but unsupported by the
SQL standard, yet.

1 Introduction

The research area moving object databases is concerned with the management
of objects that continuously change their spatiotemporal extent [28]. In particu-
lar, the tracking of object movements and the representation of uncertainty with
respect to object positions are fundamental problems in spatiotemporal applica-
tions. The detection of an unknown moving object and its tracking, however, is
usually left to external tools outside the database in which radar data is actually
stored. The reason for this is twofold: On the one hand, SQL queries seem to be
inappropriate for implementing probabilistic computations occurring in tracking
algorithms based on hypothesis testing. On the other hand, tracking algorithms
are usually applied to fast changing sensor data which would imply a costly
reevaluation of SQL queries employed for track analysis.

In this paper, we present an efficient solution to implementing a tracking
algorithm directly in SQL applied to a stream of sensor data stored in a conven-
tional database. We have chosen the probabilistic multiple hypothesis tracking



approach (PMHT) [21] for pursuing multiple targets. These military targets are
moving objects whose tracks are to be determined in a cluttered environment by
using a time-series of (potentially inaccurately) measured positions coming from
a radar system. For differentiating false from true tracks of an unknown number
of moving targets, we consider an extended version of the PMHT framework
including a sequential likelihood test as proposed in [26, 27]. A description of
PMHT will be given in Section 2.

Since the sensor data to be analyzed are stored and managed by a relational
database system, it seems to be reasonable to perform a large amount of the
underlying computation using SQL queries directly defined over the stream of
measured data. The resulting statements can be considered continuous queries of
considerable complexity which have to be re-evaluated as soon as new data arrive.
It is widely believed that conventional database relational databases systems are
not well-suited for dynamically processing continuous queries and various spe-
cialized stream processing engines have been proposed for their evaluation in the
literature [1–3, 17]. We believe, however, that even conventional SQL queries can
be efficiently employed for analyzing a wide spectrum of data streams. In our
approach, continuous queries are represented as materialized SQL views and the
recomputation of probability values is carried out by using specialized update
statements activated by triggers referring to changes in the underlying tables
(cf. Section 5). Since a great portion of the materialized view content remains
unchanged, the application of delta views considerably enhances the efficiency
of view maintenance. Update propagation (UP) is not a new research topic but
has been intensively studied for many years mainly in the context of integrity
checking and materialized views maintenance [9, 13, 14, 16]. The application of
UP for analyzing data streams, however, has not attracted much attention so
far but there is first practical evidence for its feasibility in this context [6]. The
importance of this approach is underlined by the fact that UP plays an impor-
tant role in the context of the continuous query extension proposal currently
announced for Oracle [22].

This paper demonstrates the feasibility of an SQL-based implementation of
probabilistic hypothesis testing. In contrast to external approaches, our flexible
declarative solution is easily modifiable, allows for synchronized multi-user ac-
cess, and is robust against system failures because of the integrated transaction
management. Another goal of the paper is to present the performance gain to be
achieved by using incremental techniques for analyzing data streams. We show
that the combination of conventional database techniques represents an elegant
and feasible way towards solving a considerable spectrum of practical stream
analysis problems. The achieved performance gain, shown in Section 6, fully
scales with the amount of data stored and allowed to considerably increase the
updating frequency. Additionally, UP allows to efficiently simulate the aggregate
function product which is essential in many probabilistic computations but not
yet supported by the SQL standard and most commercial database systems. Our
paper supports the claim that the incremental evaluation of SQL views provides
a suitable approach for analyzing a wide spectrum of data stream applications.



2 Probabilistic Hypothesis Testing

Tracking in general is the problem of deriving a complete track of a moving object
from a time-series of measured positions. Because of inaccurate measurements
or clutter in sensor data, however, it is not guaranteed that a target of interest is
detected at each point in time. When multiple targets are present, the association
between measurements and targets is unknown, too. The numerous possible track
associations lead to a multitude of different assignment hypotheses. Therefore,
solving the assignment problem is the central task of every tracking algorithm
pursuing multiple targets. The traditional approaches to multiple hypothesis
tracking rely on a complete enumeration of all possible interpretations of a series
of measurements and avoid exponential growth of the arising hypothesis trees by
various approximations [5, 7]. A powerful alternative is the probabilistic multiple
hypothesis tracking approach (PMHT) [21, 26]. Essentially, PMHT is based on
Expectation Maximization (EM) [10, 23] for handling assignment conflicts. The
PMHT approach employs a sliding data window (also called batch) and exploits
the information of previous and following scans in each of its kinematic state
estimates. PMHT is a computationally efficient algorithm because its memory
usage remains linear in all parameters. As a target oriented approach, however, it
requires the number of targets in the surveillance area to be a priori known, and
it expects all tracks to truly exist. This requirement is impossible to be satisfied
in almost every realistic scenario. In real world applications, new targets appear
from time to time in the field of view. They have to be recognized as a target
and their initial kinematic states have to be estimated. On the other hand, a
target may leave the surveillance area and thus has to be removed from the list
of established tracks. In order to determine the actual number of true target
tracks, the PMHT framework has been extended by a sequential likelihood-ratio
test in [27].

2.1 The PMHT Algorithm

The sensor output Zt at time t consists of the set of measurements ~zt and of
the number of measurements Nt. A sensor generates a series of measurements
Z = Z1:T = {~zt, Nt}T

t=1 for a time interval [1 : T ]. Let S be the number of
targets in the surveillance area. The task of tracking is to estimate the kinematic

states X = X1:T = {
{

~xs
t}

S
s=1

}T

t=1
of the observed targets where the state ~x =

(x, ẋ, y, ẏ)⊤ represents position x, y and velocity ẋ, ẏ in the two dimensions. Each
target moves from ~xs

t to ~xs
t+1 according to the following discrete-linear equation

~xs

t+1 = F~xs

t + ~vs

t (1)

where ~vs
t is a vector of probabilistic values describing the intrinsic noise in mov-

ing. F is the state transition matrix that describes the moving and acceleration
behaviour of the objects. The true value of ~xs

t , however, is unknown - just mea-
sured observations ~zn

t are provided by the radar system. The following equation
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Fig. 1. Visualization of the uncertainty in object position: The object is located some-
where in the 2D-plane while the exact position is Gaussian distributed. The z-axis gives
the probability for each position, forming a bell-shaped curve. The expectation value
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)

, the covariance Q is
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represents the assumed connection between these values

~zn

t = H~xs

t + ~ws

t (2)

where the random sequence ~ws
t denotes the noise added by the sensor. Both,~vs

t

and ~ws
t are assumed to be white, zero-mean, Gaussian, and mutually indepen-

dent, with covariance matrices Q = E{~vs
t , ~v

s T

t } and R = E{~ws
t , ~ws T

t } for all
values s and t. H is the observation matrix and describes how the real position
~xs

t is transformed to the observation ~zn
t . This transformation is linear since our

measurements are Cartesian. In Figure 1, our approach to represent uncertainty
in object positions is visualized. Difficulties arise from unknown assignments
A = A1:T = {~at}T

t=1 of measurements to targets. The assignments are repre-
sented by random variables ~at = {an

t }
Nt

n=1 that map each measurement number
n ∈ [1 : Nt] to one of the target number s ∈ [1 : S] by assigning an

t = s.
For determining the assignments, we have to solve the optimization problem
arg maxX p(X|Z) which means to find the kinematical states that have the high-
est probability given a series of measurements. An efficient method for solving
this problem is Expectation Maximization (EM) which finally leads to the iter-
ative PMHT algorithm as proposed in [21]. Let l be the number of the current
iteration. Each iteration consists of two steps: Expectation and Maximization.

Expectation: In this phase we calculate posterior assignment weights wns
t (l) :=

p(an
t = s|~zn

t , ~xs
t (l)) representing the probability that a measurement ~zn

t refers to
the target s:

wns

t (l) =
πns

t N (~zn
t ;H~xs

t (l),R)
S
∑

s′=0

πns′

t N (~zn
t ;H~xs′

t (l),R)

. (3)



The weights are calculated for all scans of the current data window and for
all targets with respect to all measurements of a certain scan. The expression
N (~y; µ, Σ) denotes the multivariate Gaussian density with random variable ~y,
expected value µ and covariance Σ. Each weight is governed by the distance
between a particular measurement ~zn

t and the current state estimate ~xs
t (l). The

value πns
t := p(an

t = s) denotes the prior probability that a measurement belongs
to a target. Target s = 0 is fictitious, representing clutter.

Subsequently, the weights are used to form the weighted sum ~̄zs
t (l) of all

measurements which leads to one synthetic measurement per target and a cor-
responding synthetic covariance for each time t:

~̄zs

t (l) =

Nt
∑

n=1
wns

t (l)~zn
t

Nt
∑

n=1
wns

t (l)

R̄
s

t (l) =
R

Nt
∑

n=1
wns

t (l)

(4)

We assume the kinematic states satisfying the Markov property; that is, position
and velocity at time point t depends only upon position and velocity at time
point t − 1:

p(~xt|~xt−1, ~xt−2, . . . , ~x0) = p(~xt|~xt−1) (5)

Combining the two equations in 4 using this assumption and calculating the
product over all measurements, we get the probability of an assignment A for a
given series of measurements Z and the iterated series of kinematic states X l:

P (A|Z,X l) =

T
∏

t=1

∏Nt

n=0 p(zn
t |x

la
n

t

t )p(an
t |Nt)

∑

at

∏Nt

n=0 p(zn
t |x

lan

t

t )p(an
t |Nt)

(6)

=

T
∏

t=1

∏Nt

n=0 N
(

zn
t ;Hx

la
n

t

t ,Rn
t

)

π
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t

t
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(
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Maximization: In this phase each target track is updated by means of a
Kalman Smoother that smoothes the tracks given by the synthetic values ~̄zs

t over
a time period [1 : T ] [5]. This leads to new, improved state estimates ~xs

1:T (l + 1)
for each target s. The expectation and maximization phase are repeated until
the state estimates do not considerably change anymore (convergence).

2.2 Sequential Likelihood-Ratio Testing via PMHT

The classical PMHT algorithm is not able to handle an unknown and constantly
changing number of targets in the field of view (FoV). Therefore, the incorpo-
ration of a sequential likelihood-ratio test (LR) has been proposed by [27]. A
sequential LR test is a statistical method that successively updates the ratio



between two competing hypotheses. During each scan, the LR is compared with
an upper and a lower threshold in order to decide which of the two hypotheses
is more plausible:

LR1(t) =
l(H1)

l(H0)
=

p(Z1:t|H1)

p(Z1:t|H0)
=

p(~zt|Z1:t−1,H1)

p(~zt|Z1:t−1,H0)
· LR(t − 1) (7)

For the purpose of track extraction we choose H1 as the hypothesis that one
target exists in the FoV, and H0 as the opposite hypothesis that all measurements
are false. The aim is to decide as quickly as possible between H1 and H0 (target
or no target). To this end, the value LR1(t) is compared with two predefined
thresholds A and B for each scan t.

– If LR1(t) ≤ A, hypothesis H0 is accepted to be true.

– If LR1(t) ≥ B, hypothesis H1 is accepted to be true.

– Otherwise the algorithm cannot yet decide and has to wait for the measure-
ments ~zt+1 of the next scan to test LR1(t + 1).

This general scheme was first proposed by Wald [25]. The user has to pre-
set the reliability of the algorithm by determining the thresholds A and B.
Therefore, they have to set the related statistical decision errors to P1 :=
Prob( accept H1|H1 ) and P0 := Prob( accept H1|H0 ). P1 is the probability
to correctly identify a really existing target. P0, on the other hand, is the prob-
ability to wrongly assume the existence of a target that does not exist. The
thresholds A and B depend on errors P1 and P0 as follows:

A ≈
1 − P1

1 − P0
B ≈

P1

P0
(8)

The smaller the permitted error, the longer the user has to wait for a deci-
sion. For example, if P1 is chosen close to unity and P0 is chosen close to zero
(corresponding to a certainty near 100%), infinite runtime would be observed.

For integrating a sequential LR test into the PMHT framework, the following
approximative formula has been derived showing how the ratio of scan t − 1 is
connected with the ratio of scan at time t:

LR1(t) ∝
(

πd

t N (~̄zt;H~xt|t−1, S̄t) · |FoV| + π¬d

t

)

·
p(Nt|H1)

pF (Nt)
· LR1(t − 1) , (9)

where πd
t and π¬d

t are the prior probabilities of detecting and not detecting
the target, respectively. ~̄zt is the synthetic measurement of the target after the
last PMHT iteration, and S̄t denotes the synthetic innovation covariance after
the last PMHT iteration. Hence, the distance between the synthetic measure-
ment and the current state estimate of the (candidate) target is exploited as a
measure of target existence. In case of a false track, which is based on clutter
measurements only, the synthetic measurement will usually be somewhere in the
surroundings, probably not very close to the current estimate. In case of a truly



existing and detected target the synthetic measurement will be close to the cur-
rent estimate. |FoV| is the area of the field of view. pF (Nt) is the probability of
having Nt false measurements, which is assumed to be Poisson distributed. For
p(Nt|H1) we obtain the following case differentiation

p(Nt|H1) =

{

pF (0)P¬D Nt = 0

pF (Nt)P¬D + pF (Nt − 1)PD Nt ≥ 1,
(10)

with detection probability PD and P¬D := 1 − PD.

3 Implementing PMHT in SQL

In this chapter, we first present a rather straightforward implementation of the
extended PMHT approach in SQL which will be improved later on. The reason
for using SQL is twofold: On the one hand, we want to show that probabilistic
hypotheses tracking can be performed directly over a moving object database.
On the other hand, we want to benefit from managing sensor data in a centralized
database system because of the following reasons:

– The amount and size of data sets to be processed is substantial such that
the improved access methods of a DBMS are advantageous.

– In future applications, we intend to process data coming from different
sources, e. g. other radar stations, laser scanners, sonar sensors etc. These
data streams will have to be synchronized, and access conflicts to be resolved.

– After system failures, the system ought to ”roll back” to a consistent state.

– Results ought to be shared among multiple users.
– Persistent storage of sensor data may be indispensable as, for example, in

military scenarios the history of actions must be documented.

As a DBMS is able to handle all these issues, it seems to be meaningful to
perform a large amount of the computation needed directly over a database
using SQL. Suppose positions and velocities detected by the sensor are stored
in a table measurements containing positions x, y, velocity components vx, vy,
time t, and a measurement number n.

t n x vx y vy

1 1 -0.00464 5.51584 49.99179 5.55454

2 1 165.00612 5.58467 215.00303 5.53110

3 1 329.97203 5.55485 379.99141 5.50254

3 2 100.93443 0.34235 200.42435 0.23233

4 1 495.00646 5.53123 545.00264 5.55647

. . .

Table 1. Table measurements



The following view measCount calculates the value of Nt which has been intro-
duced in Subsection 2.1 and is employed, e.g., in Equations 9 and 10:

CREATE VIEW measCount AS

SELECT t, COUNT(*) AS Nt

FROM measurement

GROUP BY t

The calculation of prior probabilities πd
t =p11 and π¬d

t =p10 from Equation 10
is implemented using the view pi:

CREATE VIEW pi AS

SELECT t, IF(NT>1,PD+(PF*(1-PD)/Nt)/(2*PD+PF*(1-PD)/Nt)/FoV,

PD+(PF*(1-PD))/(PD+PF*(1-PD)))/FoV AS p10,

IF(NT>1,PD/(2*PD+PF*(1-PD)/NT), PD/(PD+PF*(1-PD))) AS p11

FROM PMHT, measCount

It uses the simplified condition statement IIF as allowed in many commercial
SQL systems. The table settings is a single-tuple relation storing the predefined
sensor characteristics PF and PD. The view pi can now be employed to calculate
the Gaussian distribution of the estimation batch which is the first factor of
Equation 9:

CREATE VIEW ewGauss AS

SELECT t, est.n,

log(GAUSS(m.x,e.x,m.y,e.y)*pi.p11+pi.p10) AS lr

FROM measurement AS m, estimate AS e, pi

WHERE m.t=est.t AND pi.t=m.t

The function GAUSS is a user-defined function, implementing the multivariate
Gauss Distribution N (z̄,Hx, S̄):

CREATE FUNCTION GAUSS(x DOUBLE,mx DOUBLE,y DOUBLE,my DOUBLE)

RETURNS DOUBLE

BEGIN

RETURN 1/(SQRT(2*PI()))*exp(-1/5000*(sqr(x-mx)+sqr(y-my)));

END;

The table estimate stores the results of the Kalman filter ~̄z. The application of
logarithmic values is a workaround for using pure SQL, as logarithm transforms
the products to sums. This is necessary because SQL does not support product as
an aggregate function. Despite of this tricky solution, note that the calculation of
logarithms slows down the entire process and represents no general workaround
in case of non-positive arguments. In Section 5, however, we will show how to
simulate the aggregate function of the mathematical product using our incre-
mental approach. We can now implement the logarithmic likelihood-ratio from
Equation 9 using aggregation and join:
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Fig. 2. View hierarchy of the LR-calculation. f denotes a scalar function, Σ the SUM

aggregate, # the COUNT aggregate and σ the selection.

CREATE VIEW GLR_MsrH1 AS

SELECT ewGauss2.t, sum(ewGauss.lr) AS lr

FROM ewGauss, ewGauss AS ewGauss2

WHERE ewGauss.t>ewGauss2.t-3 AND ewGauss.t<=ewGauss2.t

GROUP BY ewGauss2.t

Figure 2 shows the view hierarchy of this calculation indicating the employed
scalar or aggregate functions. Note that this is only a small extract of the entire
solution but already indicates the main principles of our approach.

4 Incremental Update Propagation

The idea of update propagation is to identify the changes of the derived view
data induced by updates of the underlying base tables. As in many cases, only
a small portion of the view data is affected by a base table update, it seems
to be reasonable to incrementally compute these changes and avoid the com-
plete recalculation of the affected view. This approach seems to be especially
useful in data stream systems where the complete re-computation of continuous
queries is generally unfeasible. We will now briefly recall propagation rules for
set-operations and for aggregate functions used in our approach.

4.1 Propagation Rules

As an example, suppose the view Q is defined by the relational algebra (RA)
expression Q = R ⋊⋉ T . We denote the subset of inserted tuples into R by
R+ and the subset of deleted tuples by R−. According to [16], the new state



Qnew of relation Q resulting from a given insertion R+ can be incrementally
calculated using Qnew = (R ∪ R+) ⋊⋉ T = (R ⋊⋉ T ) ∪ (R+

⋊⋉ T ) = Q ∪ Q+

Given the materialized values in Q, it is sufficient to calculate Q+ = R+
⋊⋉ T

for determining the new state of Q. Assuming that |R+| ≪ |R|, the incremental
update of Q could accelerate the computation of Qnew from (|R| + |R+|) ∗ |T |
to |R+| ∗ |T |. In a similar way, all other RA operators (∪,∩,\,×,σ and π) can
be incrementally maintained. An overview of the corresponding UP rules can be
found in [16].

SQL supports aggregate functions operating on attributes of a set of tu-
ples, e.g., SUM, AVG, COUNT. Some of these can be calculated incrementally in a
similar way. For example, the SUM-function can be incrementally maintained by
adding the values of the inserted tuples

∑

t∈(R∪R+)

t.a =
∑

t1∈R

t1.a +
∑

t2∈R+

t2.a (11)

if no deletions are considered. Again, the idea is to decompose the aggregate
function into terms which represent the aggregated value of the old state, the
aggregated value of the inserted tuples, and the value of the deleted tuples.
Functions that can be decomposed into such components are homomorphisms
on set-union or set-difference. Most aggregate functions in SQL are homomor-
phisms except from MAX and MIN. For incrementally maintaining the results of an
aggregate function with grouping, it has to be be checked whether an insertion
falls into an existing group or whether it forms a new group. In the first case, the
corresponding group has to be updated whereas in the latter case the aggregate
function has to be re-calculated on the inserted values. In case of deletions, it
has to be checked whether a deleted tuple leads to the removal of a group. This
check can be done by using a helper-attribute that counts the number of tuples
that formed a group. If the count reaches zero, the group can be removed. Based

on that, the expression AV G(R.a) + AV G(R+.a) − AV G(R.a)∗COUNT (R+
.a)

COUNT (R.a)+COUNT (R+.a)

can be used for incrementally maintaining AVG(R.a).

4.2 Invoking Update Rules

Since we propose to materialize derived data, the question arises how to apply
the derived propagation rules from above. A possible way is the employment of
triggers which use corresponding specialized update statements in its action parts
as proposed in [9]. Before updating a materialized view this way, all underlying
tables have to be already maintained in advance. For example, the view ewGauss

in Figure 2 directly depends on the table measurements and the views estimate
and pi. In order to be able to apply a trigger for incrementally updating ewGauss,
the table and the materialized views have to be already updated. A possible
solution to this problem is to stratify a given view hierarchy and to use a control
trigger which ensures the successive evaluation of consecutive strata. In our
approach, however, the trigger execution strategy of SQL has been directly used
to ensure that the various update statements are executed in the correct order.



5 Incremental Hypothesis Testing

Since the materialized view concept is still heavily restricted in commercial data-
base systems and not transparent to the user, we implemented our own approach
which even allowed us to simulate the missing aggregate function PROD. In our
scenario, there are frequent insertions (e.g. every second) into table measurement
leading to induced updates in the view hierarchy of Figure 2. According to Equa-
tion 11, the view measCount can be incrementally maintained using the specia-
lized update statement of trigger new meas:

CREATE TRIGGER new_meas BEFORE INSERT ON measurement

FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN

IF EXISTS(SELECT m.t FROM measurement AS m WHERE m.t=NEW.t)

THEN UPDATE TBLmeasCount SET Nt=Nt+1 WHERE TBLmeasCount.t=NEW.t;

ELSE INSERT INTO TBLmeasCount VALUES(NEW.t, 1);

END IF;

INSERT INTO TBLewGauss... (see below)

END;

The state variable NEW refers to the inserted tuple(s) of measurement. Before
updating the dependent materialized view measCount, it is checked whether a
group containing the attribute t already exists or not. In the first case, the
counter is simply incremented whereas in the latter case a new group is inserted.
The same trigger is employed for updating ewGauss by additionally considering
the update statement

INSERT INTO TBLewGauss

SELECT NEW.t,NEW.n,

GAUSS2(NEW.x,e.x,NEW.y,e.y)*pi.p11+pi.p10 AS lr

FROM estimate as e, pi

WHERE e.t=NEW.t AND e.t=NEW.t;

which is again specialized with respect to the newly inserted tuples given in
NEW. Before this update is executed, however, the following trigger new pi is
activated by the modification of measCount for incrementally maintaining the
prior probabilities in pi:

CREATE TRIGGER new_pi AFTER INSERT ON TBLmeasCount

FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN

INSERT INTO TBLpi

SELECT NEW.t, PD+(PF*(1-PD))/(PD+PF*(1-PD))/FoV AS p10,

PD/(PD+PF*(1-PD)) AS p11

FROM PMHT;

END;

Since we have to consider both inserts and updates with respect to relation pi,
the following trigger upd pi has to be introduced in addition:



CREATE TRIGGER upd_pi AFTER UPDATE ON TBLmeasCount FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN DECLARE NT INT;

SET NT = (SELECT NT FROM TBLmeasCount AS m WHERE New.t=m.t);

UPDATE TBLpi, PMHT

SET p10=IF(NT>1, PD+(PF*(1-PD)/Nt)/(2*PD+PF*(1-PD)/Nt)/FoV,

PD+(PF*(1-PD))/(PD+PF*(1-PD))/FoV),

p11=IF(NT>1,PD/(2*PD+PF*(1-PD)/NT), PD/(PD+PF*(1-PD)))

WHERE TBLpi.t=NEW.t;

END;

In the last step, the aggregated table GLR_msrH1 has to be updated, which
means to calculate the product of the given probabilistic values. We would like
to directly calculate the product instead of using the logarithmic function as
workaround. A product can be decomposed according to

∏

r∈(R∪R+\R−) r.t =
∏

r∈R
r.t ·

∏

r+∈R+ r+.t ÷
∏

r−∈R− r−.t . if no zero elements in R− are permit-
ted (assumed in our approach by prohibiting zero probabilistic values). Following
these considerations, the following trigger can be used for updating GLR msrH1:

CREATE TRIGGER new_GLR_msrH1 AFTER INSERT ON ewGauss FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN

IF EXISTS(SELECT NEW.t FROM GLR_msrH1 WHERE GLR_msrH1.t=NEW.t)

UPDATE GLR_msrH1, pi SET GLR_msrH1.lr=GLR_msrH1.lr*NEW.lr

WHERE pi.t=NEW.t and NEW.t>GLR_msrH1.t-3 AND NEW.t<=GLR_msrH1.t;

ELSE INSERT INTO GLR_msrH1

SELECT NEW.t, GLR_msrH1.lr*NEW.lr/ewGauss2.lr AS lr

FROM pi, NEW, ewGauss AS ewGauss2, GLR_msrH1

WHERE NEW-t-3-1.t=ewGauss2.t AND ewGauss2.n=NEW.n

AND GLR_msrH1.t=NEW.t-1 AND pi.t=NEW.t

GROUP BY NEW.t

END IF;

END;

The trigger uses a decomposition of Equation 9 into two parts: The factor
LR(t − 1) given in variable GLR msrH1.lr represents the old likelihood-ratio
whereas the new knowledge is given in NEW.lr. The condition NEW.t-3-1=

ewGauss.t within the subsequent insert-statement identifies the tuple that ”falls
off” the sliding window and thus has to be excluded from the calculated value.
In our approach, the sliding window at time t contains the three scans at times
t − 2, t − 1, and t. Each of them comprises N radar measurements (cf. Equa-
tions 4 and 6). In order to accumulate all measurements of the last three scans,
the clause GROUP BY NEW.t is applied within the insert statement.

6 Performance Issues

In order to show how the calculation of the likelihood-ratio could be accelerated
using our incremental approach, we measured the time needed for the naive



and incremental recomputation of the likelihood-ratio using different numbers
of measurements N = 1, 100, 1000, 2000 for each scan in MySQL. The data came
from a rotating radar system with a turn rate of around 15 rounds per minute.
Each measurement of a given scan was successively pushed into the MySQL
system after the naive respectively incremental evaluation of the previous mea-
surement had been finished. The tests were run under Windows XP and MySQL
5.0 on a computer equipped with an Intel Core 6600 processor and 2 GB of RAM.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the two evaluation approaches with respect to the final view
GLR MsrH1. While the naive re-computation shows super-linear runtime, our incremen-
tal approach has linear runtime. Note the different scales of the time axis.
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Fig. 4. Evaluation times for the auxiliary views pi and ewGauss.

A comparison of the performance results with respect to the finally de-
termined likelihood-ratio is presented in Figure 3. The relation between the
number of tuples and the naive recomputation time can be fitted well with
t = 0.00034 · log10(N) · N2, giving reason to believe that t = O(N2 · log(N)).
On the other hand, the run-time of the incremental method can be fitted via a
linear model (t = 0.0024 · N + 0.107). This is much more than sufficient for our
practical scenario where we have to process 400 measurements every 4 seconds
due to the physical scan rate. The difference in asymptotical behaviour are due
to the following reason: In both cases, the views have to be maintained N -times



for the N updates respectively. The naive algorithm completely recalculates the
views, leading to a second factor N . In order to investigate the reasons for the
performance differences more deeply, we compared the naive and incremental
recomputation of ewGauss and pi for the number of measurements from above,
respectively. In Figure 4 the performance differences are presented showing the
dramatic impact of using our incremental approach for computing ewGauss.

In this view, an expensive three-way join is computed involving the views
estimate and pi as well as the table measurement. In our incremental approach,
the Gaussian distribution is computed for the newly inserted measurement tuple,
only. Thus, the redundant recomputation of the previous Gaussian values is
avoided. In addition, the join computation in ewGauss is accelerated by using an
indexation of the materialized view values such that the search for join partners
can be done in constant time, for example, by using hashing. In contrast to this,
the view pi computes a simple join of table PMHT and view measCount where the
former contains just one tuple comprising the underlying sensor characteristics.
Consequently, the speed up using our incremental approach remains quite small.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a solution how to seamlessly integrate a tracking algo-
rithm into a moving object database system using SQL queries. We have shown
that update propagation is indeed well-suited for efficiently implementing the
PMHT approach and additionally allows for simulating the missing aggregate
function PROD in SQL. Dealing with uncertainty is an important aspect in the
field of moving object databases [10, 23, 24], but an SQL-based implementation
for detecting unknown moving objects using hypothesis testing [5, 7, 21, 26, 27]
has not been published so far. Incremental update propagation, however, has
undergone investigations for almost thirty years, e.g. [16, 18], and an SQL-based
approach using triggers has been already proposed in [9]. A method for incre-
mentally maintaining views with aggregate functions has been proposed in [8,
15]. Our own streaming system [6] and results from [11] showed indeed the fea-
sibility of incremental UP in a streaming context. The implementation of this
paper supports the claim that even conventional SQL queries can be efficiently
employed for analyzing a wide spectrum of data streams. This is interesting as
it is widely believed by now that conventional database systems are not well-
suited for dynamically processing continuous queries [4, 12, 20] and dedicated
stream processing systems such as STREAM [1] are needed. Although the per-
formance results are really promising, it would be interesting to compare our
approach with materialized view maintenance techniques in other systems like
Oracle or DB2. Additionally, in our radar surveillance system object classifica-
tion is another crucial problem which we intend to solve in a similar way.
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